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Newsleak
Message from the President — Al Luke
Friends,
Hoping my words don't jinx us,
November's cold weather is a
welcome change to our area's
mild fall seasons recently. As
customers call and leads and
sales build, it feels really good to
be in this business, where you
can help people with basic needs
such as water, heat and sanitation, and have the freedom to do
things your own (professional)
way, and earn and learn all at
once. When you're scrambling to
keep up, and at the end of the
day you can look back and know
that you stretched yourself and
your resources and served your
customers well then it is time to
look back on that day's work with

Monthly Meeting

confident
that the mom e n t u m
built in 2017
will
carry
over to the
new year.
Please have
a Happy and
safe holiday
season, and keep giving that
world-class MWPHCC service to
the buying public.
- Al

Presented by : Herbert Harvey, Jr. of the Bradford White Corporation



4:30 - Board Meeting



6:00 - T-4 Training



7:30 - Dinner and
General Meeting
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This December's meeting will
mark the end of calendar 2017,
but only the mid-point of the
MWPHCC year. With enhanced
training opportunities and a
push toward increasing membership, MWPHCC has a steady
energy that, I hope, will continue
to bring in new members while
providing the best a PHCC Chap-

ter can offer to our current members who will be renewing their
annual memberships over the
next month.
Thanks to the
Membership Committee, led by
Board Member Laura Warshauer, we have increased membership significantly. I single Laura
out, but the whole board has
pulled together and is energized
with ideas, time and follow
through and it is gratifying for
me to be a part of the progress
of the Metro DC Chapter of
PHCC. Problems, such as budget and finance issues still persist, but each meeting I see
progress in identifying and meeting problems head on, and I am

December T4 Training: Residential Jetglas Water Heater Trouble Shooting

December 7, 2017

Holidays

pride, a pride I know all who
read this are familiar with. Have
a GREAT HEATING SEASON,
guys; this is the time that we
live for, the time when we realize
that problems like too many
calls and too much work are
good problems to have.

The T-4 Training topic is “Residential
Jetglas Water Heater Trouble Shooting.” and our presenter is Herbert Harvey, Jr., known to many as “Harvey”
from the Bradford White Corporation. The training will include common
troubleshooting issues and safety tips
for Jetglas Commercial Water Heaters
Harvey will provide you with the latest
information available on water heaters

D & B Distributing Company, Inc.
Is a family owned and operated wholesaler doing business for more than 30
years in Maryland, DC, and Northern
Virginia. They stock over 300 Jetglas®
Water Heaters of all sizes – from 32,000
to 725,000 BTU’s Natural Gas, LP, Oil,
and Electric. They will build Commercial
Electric Jetglas® Water Heaters to order,
with same day delivery, and are UL
Listed. They stock parts for all their
Jetglas® Residential & Commercial Water Heaters and are longtime
supporters of the W.S.M.P.A. and
MWPHCC
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TOOL BOX TALKS: Alcohol and the Job — A Safety Issue
Quality Service Contractors, An Enhanced Service Group of PHCC
Working under the influence of alcohol is
strictly prohibited. This means more than
just not drinking on the job. Tests have
shown that alcohol can still have an effect
on your body up to 18 hours after you
have stopped drinking. Alcohol use is a
legitimate on-the-job safety issue - and
not just an attempt to control off-the-clock
lifestyles.
Alcohol is a sedative. Drinking any quantity of alcohol impairs a person's judgment,
thinking ability, and coordination to some
degree. Some people can "handle" alcohol better than others, but it is a fact that
any alcohol consumed has some effect.
Other factors which influence your body's
ability to metabolize alcohol include your
weight, medications, and previous medical conditions. You may not feel it right
away, but remember, alcohol affects judgment.
After drinking, you are no longer in a position to assess your own capabilities. You
don't have to be drunk to have some impairment. If you can't make it through the
day without a drink, you could have a

problem and should seek professional
help.
What should you do about a co-worker
who is drinking on the job? Should you
ignore the situation or report it? Most
people would ignore the situation because they do not want to cause problems on the job or do not want to get involved. People would prefer to avoid conflict at almost any cost. But look at it this
way -- the drinker, no matter how nice a
co-worker, is not doing you any favors. It's
a fact that the drinker is less productive.
Who has to pick up the slack? You do. It
is a fact that the drinker is more 1ikely to
be involved in accidents. Who else is he
or she placing at risk? You!
Are you allowing the drinking to continue?

•

You are - if you cover for the drinker's
poor productivity

•
•

You are - if you cover their mistakes.

•

Don't allow the situation to continue.
Stop covering for the drinker.

•

Talk to your supervisor. It is your responsibility to talk to your supervisor
whenever any performance or safety
issues affects your job. A drinking
worker could be just as dangerous as
a defective saw. You wouldn't hesitate to bring the saw to your supervisor's attention, would you?

•

If you are uncomfortable, suggest to
your supervisor that there may be a
problem. A good supervisor will take
the initiative and pick up the issue
from there.

Whatever you do, make sure you do
something. Watch out for your co-worker
as they may need help. If you don't, you
may pay dearly for someone else's mistake.

You are - if you make excuses to others for them. Take control of the situation.

MWPHCC wishes to thank Gary Markle and
N.H.YATES & Company for sponsoring our monthly
meeting and dinner, as well as
Jason Mangos of Utica Boilers for a wonderful
presentation and training in November!
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MWPHCC Membership Corner
Happy Holidays everyone!!

training information that we had at our
T-4 trainings! If you know of anyone
who would be willing to volunteer some
time on the website or someone who is
a website developer please have them
give me a call!

What a great end to 2017! New members,
great energy, and lots of new ways to network and participate in training opportunities!







When you are in supply houses look for
the brand new MWPHCC banners! If
you don’t see one let us know or ask if
they are a member of the association
and when they join we will get them
one!
MWPHCC is evaluating the option of
going paperless with the newsletter!
We are going to be looking into some
possibilities of emailing and/or posting
it on the website! Please share with
me any ideas you have regarding this!



In addition to our terrific
dinner meetings and T-4
trainings we have some
networking blenders in
the mix!! Keep an eye
out for updates, CHEERS!

Watch for text message notifications!
We will be using text messaging as a
method to inform the membership of
any changes to meetings as well as
reminders about the upcoming dinner
meeting and trainings. If you haven’t
shared your cell phone number with
Sue give her a call! The number is not
published it is for internal use only!

Know someone who could benefit
from being a member of MWPHCC
or have suggestions?
Give me a call!
Laura Warshauer
United Service Specialists / AB Chelini
301-924-3500!

Updating our website: Along with the
information we currently have, we will
be looking into getting an interactive
calendar that will be able to list current
trainings being held at member supply
houses as well as store the various

At Ferguson, nobody expects more from us than we do. And why
should
they? We’re the ones who set the bar. Who expect more than the industry
standard. From the warehouse to the job site, whatever it takes, we’ll take you
there. Put us to work for you. Visit Ferguson.com.
Ferguson proudly stocks

Beltsville 11730
Baltimore Ave
(240) 264 –3600

©2017 Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. 0217 390022
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Collaboration: Turning Reach Into Impact
By Michael Copp, PHCC Executive Vice President — a summary of PHCC
accomplishments this year; Fall 2017

There’s a definite common thread running through everything we do at PHCC:
real change happens when we work
together. Whether that collaboration is
among PHCC members, local, state and
national leaders, or between PHCC and
legislative and regulatory agencies, our
members’ businesses are stronger and
our industry’s future looks brighter when
we join forces.
Now into the second year of PHCC’s fiveyear plan, the goals that we’ve achieved
so far are a direct result of people with
unique knowledge and skills working
together and doing what they do best as
partners seeking a common goal.
Customized Information
We realize that our members value information that is customized for them; they
need a home within the larger PHCC
community.
With that, this year we rolled out an
online Technology Business Interest
Group; the first of several new virtual
Business Interest Groups. The microsite
allows members interested in technology
to connect, access information and
share best practices and latest trends
that help diversify and grow their businesses.
We unveiled Solutions magazine, a quarterly publication providing contractors
the information, trends and resources
they need to be successful. Solutions is
available free to PHCC members in both
print and digital versions.
Of course, we continue to deliver some
of the most specialized tools and tactics
through PHCC’s Enhanced Service
Groups: Quality Service Contractors
(QSC), the Construction Contractors’
Alliance (CCA) and Union-Affiliated Con-

tractors (UAC). At events throughout the
year, members in these groups realize
the value of sharing real-life best practices and lessons learned as they seek
answers about how to tackle their
unique business challenges with new
strategies and solutions.
Targeted Tools
PHCC is continually developing tools and
resources to improve productivity and
profitability for our member companies.
With that in mind, this year we rolled out
a new Water Supply Calculator app that
offers plumbing professionals a single
resource to determine water supply fixture units and pipe size calculations
based on the three model plumbing
codes. The app is available from Google
Play.
We also partnered with Harrison Publishing House’s CINX platform to launch the
PHCC Labor Unit Database. Members
can sign up for a free 30-day trial of this
cloud-based comprehensive database
that allows them to simplify their estimating process, prepare accurate bids,
and become more efficient and profitable.
As always, PHCC members continue to
have access to free member webinars,
sponsored by PHCC’s Educational Foundation.
Workforce Development
Meeting the crucial workforce shortage
in our industry remains a top priority at
PHCC. Together with our Educational
Foundation, PHCC unveiled two career
resources this year to attract young people to the skilled trades: a new twominute career video that communicates
the advantages of choosing a p-h-c career, and a new career website that

Be Inspired.
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Be the Best.

showcases a modern, exciting and technologically connected profession.
We also launched new 50-second, youthoriented career video that gives potential
workers “6 reasons to find your career
fix,” sharing the reasons they should
consider a career in the plumbing and
HVACR industry. More than 50,000
people have now viewed the video, illustrating the power of PHCC’s enhanced
social media efforts.
The Collaboration Continues

There is always more work to be done,
especially as we add workforce initiatives, increase membership, broaden our
focus on HVAC, expand public awareness initiatives and diversify sources of
revenue. As Past President Wallner reminded us during his report at CONNECT, 2017, “These collaborative opportunities [strengthen] our brand within the
halls of Congress, within the boardrooms
of our industry partners, within the
minds of our apprentices and hopefully,
within the hearts of our members.”

Michael Copp, MA, MIRM, is Executive
Vice President of PHCC—National Association. A respected leader among construction industry trade association executives, Copp and his team work to ensure
that PHCC contractors are the best choice
for professionalism, reliable products and
knowledgeable service.

Join PHCC.

Newsleak
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Preparing for the Holidays
Prepared by SESCO Management Consultants
As employers approach the holiday season,
many questions arise from both employers
and employees alike about holidays. The
following commentary and SESCO advice
will help prevent misunderstandings and
possible liability.
Are holidays required to be provided?
For private, for-profit and not-for-profit employers, holidays, sick days and vacation
time are a normal part of an employee benefit package. However, federal law, as well
as many states, do not require that employers provide these holidays and days off.
Are employers required to pay for holidays
if they are provided?
The federal government and, again, most
states do not regulate holidays, sick or
vacation days, including whether or not
they are paid or how much an employer has
to pay.

If an employee works a holiday, does the
employer have to pay a special rate?
The federal government and most state
laws do not require that an employer pay
any special rate to employees for working
on holidays. Should an employee work the
holiday and the time worked create overtime (hours worked in excess of 40 hours
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per week), the employer is required to pay
overtime.
Does an employer have to provide an employee time off for religious observance/
religious holidays?
The rules are different when an employee
requests time off to observe a religious
holiday. Title VII, which applies to employers with 15 or more employees, is the primary law prohibiting workplace discrimination. Title VII makes it illegal for employers
to make job decisions based on an employee’s religious beliefs or practices. For example, an employer may not refuse to hire
Muslim applicants or refuse to promote
employees who don’t share the owner’s
Christian faith.
Title VII also requires employers to make
reasonable accommodations for their employees’ religious beliefs, unless the accommodation would create an undue hardship for the company. An accommodation
could be a change to the usual rules, employee’s schedule, job duties, or position
requirements that will allow an employee to
practice his or her religion. Examples include relaxing a dress code to allow an
employee to wear religious clothing or jewelry, or providing a private space and

breaks during work day for prayer.
Shift and scheduling changes are among
the most frequent religious accommodation
requests. If an employee requests time off
to observe a religious holiday, you must
provide it absent an undue hardship. You
don’t need to pay the employee for this
time off; however, unless the employee is
using paid leave like vacation or paid time
off.
What is an undue hardship?
A reasonable accommodation for an employee’s religious practices creates an undue hardship if it imposes anything more
than a minimal burden. When an employee
requests a religious holiday off, for example, you might have to pay some additional
administrative cost such as those associated with additional scheduling and administrative time or pay another employee to
come in or even pay overtime.
The undue hardship test also includes nonmonetary factors such as whether the accommodation infringes on the rights of
other employees. If, for example, another
employee is willing to swap shifts with
someone who needs time off for a religious
holiday, that wouldn’t be an undue hardship.
(Continued on page 8)
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Preparing for the Holidays
(continued from page 7)
However, Title VII does not require you to
force a shift swap on an unwilling employee
or to disrupt your usual scheduling or seniority system.
To prevent discrimination charges based on
religious beliefs or practices, SESCO strongly
recommends that these policies are communicated during the interview process as well
as articulated in the employee handbook.

Vacation
Vacation days provided are paid at the employee’s regular salary or hourly rate based
on 8 hours per day, even if the schedule
requires the employee to work 10 or even
12 hours per day. Typical vacation is accrued. A common vacation accrual schedule
might be:

- After 1 year of service — 2 weeks paid
vacation
What is a typical holiday package?
- After 5 years of service — 3 weeks paid
Most employers (70%) provide paid holidays, vacation
sick days, vacation days (or a combination
- After 15 years of service — 4 weeks of paid
thereof entitled Paid Time Off). Normal prac- vacation
tices are as follows:
If our company provides for paid holidays,
sick or vacation leave, do we have to pay an
Holidays employee the days earned and not used
The typical number of holidays provided are upon separation?
5-7 holidays. These typically include: Christ- The answer is strictly based upon state law.
mas, New Year’s Day, Thanksgiving, Memori- Federal law does not mandate or regulate
al Day, July 4th & Labor Day.
holidays, vacation, sick leave or PTO. Most
states leave it up to the employer’s policy.
Sick Days
A common number of sick days provided to However, there are a hand full of states that
require an employer to consider these fringe
employees annually are three (3). Many
states are passing state laws requiring paid benefits as wages earned and thus to be
paid at time of separation.
sick days.
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In summary, SESCO recommends that employers articulate both while interviewing
and after hiring the fringe benefits provided
and hours of work expectations. Further,
employers should have their employee handbook reviewed annually as more and more
states are implementing regulations regarding fringe benefits, hours of work and overtime.
Note: This article does not address governmental or public organizations, as the rules
and regulations are much more generous and
accommodating for federal, state, local and
public governmental agencies and organizations.
SESCO is recognized nationally as an expert
in drafting and preparing employee handbooks and our retainer clients receive a free
handbook review annually. For those that are
not a retainer client, we welcome you to explore our retainer options available and/or
allow SESCO to review your employee handbook.

Quick Tips for Working in Small Mechanical Spaces
Compiled by John Mesenbrink - September 2017 - www.plumbingperspective.com
Most of you have been there.
I’m talking about working in the smallest
mechanical rooms known to mankind. How
does one navigate them to work efficiently?
I asked some contractors and here are
some quick tips:







Pre-plan—Identify better piping routes,
remote locate manifolds, pumps and
or zone valves, nobody said they all
have to be in the mechanical room.
Create a scale isometric drawing or 3D
model if needed, Google Sketch up
works well to help identify shortcomings ahead of install day.
Build the mechanical room on paper
first, or use a program like SketchUp
to have your layout ready before you
start cutting and connecting.
Measure twice, order once. The worst
possible scenario is having equipment
that won’t even fit in the room, let
alone offer service clearances. Time
spent planning and trial fitting will pay
off in a successful project that can be
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serviced relatively easily.
Start big. Mount the equipment and
immediately finish the venting, it is
always the least flexible material. In
many cases, we will mount the boiler
after the vent has been routed into the
room, then the boiler will be fit to the
venting. Proceed with the next largest
piping.
Get and stay organized. Your tool bags
should include: Tape measure, 6″
magnetic level, pliers, carpenter’s
pencil, fine tip marker, tubing cutter
and pencil reamer and an aluminum
speed square. Don’t overdo it and try
and “wear” your entire toolbox!
Check out piping components that
serve multi functions in the piping
circuits. Combination air/dirt/
magnetic separators are an example,
or multi function hydraulic separators.
Check out manufacturers’ pre-piped
hydronic modules that mount to the
wall and connect to the boiler and
distribution. These are essentially plug

-and-play modules
that eliminate much
of the onsite piping
labor.
These are
often custom orders
so plan ahead.
 Be aware of venting
and combustion air
in small space
rooms. Consider through the roof for
venting and sealed combustion in
small spaces. Sidewall venting can be
an option; be aware of prevailing
winds and condensate drainage.
 Really think ahead and make sure
what you’re putting in isn’t going to
block access to something you’re going have to attach down the road like
an electric or gas connection or that
one 6″ pipe to nowhere.
Of course, this could be a running list. If
you have any suggestions you’d like to
share, please comment below or email
John Mesenbrink at
jmesenbrink@mechanical-hub.com.
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800-556-7556
www.harryeklof.com

As much as half of the energy used in your home goes to heating
and cooling. The high energy efficiencies of these systems slash utility bills by up to 24%. To encourage customers to buy energy efficient products, many local utility companies offer significant rebates
for the purchase of a ductless mini-split system. To solve your
heating and cooling needs visit www.fujitsugeneral.com.
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Metropolitan Washington Association of Plumbing-Heating-Cooling Contractors
President
Al Luke, Jiffy Plumbing & Heating,
301-277-9111
allanluke9111@gmail.com
1st Vice President
Dave Warner, Real Plumbers
301-567-2001
realplumbers@earthlink.net
2nd Vice President
Fred Werth, Kensington Plbg

301-864-1117
mystical.plumber@comcast.net
Secretary
Buck Hudson, CW Hudson Plumbing & Htg

240-375-0185

Treasurer
Glenn King , G.R. King Plbg
301-982-5373
grkingplumbing@comcast.net

Board of Directors

Sergeant at Arms
Charlie Perkins, Beltsville Heating & AC
301-937-6700
cperkbhac@hotmail.com
MWPHCC Auxiliary
Marcia Shapiro, President
301-475-6760
Executive Director
Susan Thompson
(301) 278.2962
sue@mwphcc.org

Carl Anderson 240-264-3600
Jamey Gray
301-953-9370
Steve Heidler
410-268-7191
Gary Markle
202-421-6195
Dick Rhodes
443-561-1692
Otto Seidel
202-397-7000
David Shapiro 301-475-6760
Bill Warshauer 301-924-3500
Laura Warshauer 301-924-3500

To Contact the National PHCC Office
1-800-533-7694 or on the web at
www.phccweb.org

hudplumb@aol.com

We’re on the web! Visit us at www.mwphcc.org

Dedicated to the promotion, advancement, education and training of the Industry, for the protection of our environment and the health, safety and comfort of society.

PHCC Mission

MWPHCC
5510 Tuxedo Road
Hyattsville, MD 20781-1318

